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Abstract
Objectives. Violence remains a significant public health issue in the United States. To determine if urban vacant properties were associated with an increased risk of assaultive violence and if this association was modified by important neighborhood institutions (e.g., schools, parks/playgrounds, police stations, and alcohol outlets). Methods. Longitudinal ecologic study of all 1816 block groups in Philadelphia. Aggravated assault and vacant property data were compiled yearly from 2002 to 2006 and linked to block groups. A mixed effects negative binomial regression model examined the association of vacant properties and assaults between and within block groups. Results. Among all block groups, 84% experienced at least one vacant property, 89% at least one aggravated assault, and 64% at least one gun assault. Between block groups, the risk of aggravated assault increased 18% for every category shift of vacant properties (IRR 1.18, 95% CI: 1.12, 1.25, P < 0.001). Parks/playgrounds and alcohol outlets potentially modified the association between vacant properties and aggravated assaults but only at low levels of vacancy. Conclusions. Increasing levels of vacancy were associated with increased risk of assaultive violence in urban block groups.
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Objectives. Violence remains a significant public health issue in the United States. To determine if urban vacant properties were associated with an increased risk of assaultive violence and if this association was modified by important neighborhood institutions (e.g., schools, parks/playgrounds, police stations, and alcohol outlets).

Methods. Longitudinal ecologic study of all 1816 block groups in Philadelphia. Aggravated assault and vacant property data were compiled yearly from 2002 to 2006 and linked to block groups. A mixed effects negative binomial regression model examined the association of vacant properties and assaults between and within block groups.

Results. Among all block groups, 84% experienced at least one vacant property, 89% at least one aggravated assault, and 64% at least one gun assault. Between block groups, the risk of aggravated assault increased 18% for every category shift of vacant properties (IRR 1.18, 95% CI: 1.12, 1.25, \( P < 0.001 \)). Parks/playgrounds and alcohol outlets potentially modified the association between vacant properties and aggravated assaults but only at low levels of vacancy.

Conclusions. Increasing levels of vacancy were associated with increased risk of assaultive violence in urban block groups.

1. Introduction

Despite declining rates since the 1990s [1], violence remains a significant public health issue in the United States. As evidence of this, many major cities, such as Philadelphia, have seen consistently increasing rates of aggravated assault despite national trends to the contrary [2]. Leadership continue to seek evidence-based violence reduction strategies that can be readily implemented and that resonate with community members.

Various factors that may influence violence have been well researched [3–10], in particular behavioral risk factors. While some of these factors have been tied to intervention strategies, the relationship of physical structures to rates of violence has been less well proven as a potential modifiable target for intervention. Indeed neighborhood physical disorder remains a consistent concern for community leaders and residents [11, 12] and may be associated with aggravated assault [13].

Vacant properties have been alluded to as key, highly modifiable, and easily palpable signs of physical disorder that may also be specifically related to the commission of aggravated assault [14]. Vacant lots and buildings potentially offer refuge to criminal and other illegal activity and very visibly symbolize that a neighborhood has deteriorated, that no one is in control, and that violent or criminal behavior is welcome to proceed with little if any supervision [15]. This Broken Windows theory [16] has led to initiatives that have sought to reduce violence by restoring deteriorating neighborhoods and sealing or removing vacant buildings [17, 18].

The study of violence and associated behavioral and environmental risk factors has a long history and is certainly multidisciplinary. Empirical evidence, however, has been sparse and limited in its ability to strongly connect vacant properties and aggravated assault. Prior studies have been either cross-sectional, have been limited in studying causality, or have bundled vacant properties into other indices of physical disorder without specifically studying it as an independent factor [14, 19–22]. In order to better quantify the relationship between vacant properties and aggravated assault, we obtained multi-year small-area data in a major USA city under the hypotheses that the locations of vacant properties and aggravated assaults
would be strongly associated and that changes in vacant properties within neighborhoods over time would impact the risk of assault. We also hypothesized that the relationship between vacant properties and aggravated assault might be modified by other neighborhood institutions, such as schools, parks/playgrounds, police stations, and alcohol outlets, which have been noted in prior studies to influence the likelihood of violence or criminal activity [23–26].

2. Methods

Longitudinal data on aggravated assault and vacant properties within neighborhood units of Pennsylvania's Philadelphia County (synonymous with the city of Philadelphia) were obtained between 2002–2006. This time period was chosen based on the availability of vacant property data within the city. The Cartographic Modeling Laboratory [27] at the University of Pennsylvania provided the data used in the analysis. The Institutional Review Board at the University of Pennsylvania approved the study.

Philadelphia County was chosen as the site for the study in part because of its violence rates that exceed national rates [2, 28–30]. The unit of analysis was the Census block group. Block groups are smaller geographic units than Census tracts [31] and can be considered geographic markers of neighborhood subunits or “pockets”. Although geographically larger than blocks, block groups may still afford greater precision in studying spatial relationships than larger Census tracts [22]. The average land area of a block group in Philadelphia is 0.07 square miles. The study sample consisted of all 1816 block groups in Philadelphia County. The completeness of data allowed us to include all block groups, thereby reducing the likelihood of selection bias, improving the power of the study by increased sample size, and increasing the potential generalizability of the study.

2.1. Primary Independent Variable: Vacant Properties. The USA Postal Service was the source of data on vacant properties. Vacant properties included residential and commercial properties, as well as vacant lots and parcels of land. Any property which was uninhabited or at which mail service was not collected for a period of 90 days was classified as vacant by the Postal Service in its records [32]. The USA Postal Service provides locations of vacant properties to the Cartographic Modeling Laboratory (CML) on at least an annual basis, and the CML then uses geographic information systems technology to geocode these data. Vacant property data were calculated yearly from 2002–2006.

2.2. Dependent Variables: Aggravated Assaults, Gun Assaults, Nongun Assaults. Aggravated assaults between 2002–2006, provided by the Philadelphia Police Department to the CML, were defined as “an unlawful attack by one person upon another for the purpose of inflicting severe or aggravated bodily injury.” [33] The primary outcome was the number of total aggravated assaults geocoded within block groups. Given the predominance of firearms as the method of nonfatal and fatal injuries [34], subanalyses of gun assaults and nongun assaults were also performed.

2.3. Other Independent Variables. We considered many demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of block groups that could potentially act as confounders to the association between vacant properties and aggravated assault based on previous violence and crime studies. The variables considered were geographic size (land area) [22], population (total population and population density) [14, 22, 35–37], age (median age) [14, 38, 39], gender (male to female ratio) [37, 38, 40], race (number of white residents, number of black residents) [30, 36, 41, 42], ethnicity (number of Hispanic residents) [36, 38], racial segregation (diversity index) [14, 43], economic disadvantage (median household income, poverty level, and unemployment) [39, 42, 44], education (high school diploma rate and bachelor degree rate) [45], family structure (single-parent households) [14, 39, 42], residential tenure (number of owner versus renter-occupied properties) [9, 20, 42], and land use (number of residential versus commercial properties) [36, 44, 46]. The variables were compiled using 2004 U.S. Census Bureau estimates, the midpoint of the study period. These variables were encoded as time invariant over the study period.

In order to determine the independent variables that would be included in the regression model, four steps were performed. First, significance testing ($P < 0.10$) of each independent variable with aggravated assault was performed. Second, Spearman correlation coefficients between the independent variables were calculated to test for collinearity (defined as $\rho > 0.70$). Third, variance inflation factor analysis was performed to test for collinearity (defined as $VIF > 10$) [47]. Finally, theoretical justification based on evidence from previous studies and our judgment was also used to determine the variables included in the final model. If two variables were collinear, only one variable was selected for the final regression model based on its statistical association with aggravated assault and theoretical plausibility of acting as a confounder. Land area and male to female ratio had $P$-values greater than 0.10 ($P = 0.778$ and $P = 0.938$, resp.). Male to female ratio was maintained in the multivariable model given gender differences in violence rates [30]. The following variables were collinear: (1) the number of white residents and black residents, (2) the number of Hispanic residents and the diversity index, and (3) poverty level and median household income ($\rho > 0.70$). We selected black residents, Hispanic residents, and median household income for the multivariable model given their use in previous studies. Using this method of independent variable selection, we decided upon 11 block group-level variables for analysis: (1) year, (2) population, (3) median age, (4) male to female sex ratio, (5) number of black residents, (6) number of Hispanic residents, (7) median household income, (8) number of unemployed residents, (9) number of residents with a Bachelor’s degree, (10) number of single parent households, and (11) number of residential properties.

2.4. Interaction Effects. In order to address whether the association between vacant properties and aggravated assault was modified by institutional factors, we studied the impact of schools (measured as schools, colleges, universities, and libraries), parks/playgrounds (measured
as parks, playgrounds, recreation centers, and cemeteries), police/fire stations (measured as police stations, fire stations, hospitals, and health centers), houses of worship, and alcohol outlets. We were interested in exploring whether the presence of schools, parks/playgrounds, and police/fire stations would reduce the risk of aggravated assault, postulating that the presence of these institutions might promote increased surveillance of the areas around the institutions and deter violent incidents due to the increased likelihood of being caught. We hypothesized that alcohol outlets would increase the risk of aggravated assault by having a synergistic effect with vacant properties that would facilitate violent or criminal behavior [48]. Each of the neighborhood institutions was studied as a dichotomous variable (presence or absence of each institution).

2.5. Data Analysis. We initially calculated summary statistics for each variable in the regression model. We examined both the cumulative summary statistics (2002–2006) and the yearly statistics for the dependent and primary independent variables. We further visualized the distribution of the variables by generating histograms, box plots, and stem-and-leaf plots of each variable. The assault variables were classified as a count, that is, the number of assaults per block group.

To further describe our data, we examined the spatial distribution of aggravated assault and vacant properties using kernel density estimation. Kernel density estimation offered visual analysis of the spatial patterns of aggravated assaults and vacant properties. It took into account the spatial proximity of observations (i.e., assaults or vacant properties) without the constraint of the geographic boundaries of block groups. The method estimated a probability density function from the number of observations and when mapped depicted the spatial intensity of the observations (those with higher intensity are termed “hot spots” to denote clustering of an observation) [49]. In addition, to describe the unadjusted relationship between vacant properties and aggravated assault, we constructed a scatterplot, in which the average number of aggravated assaults within block groups sharing the same number of vacant properties were plotted across all values of vacant properties observed in the city. Individual points were displayed as circles, in which the area was proportional to the number of block groups contributing data for a specific vacancy value.

Given that the dependent variable of assault was a count variable and right skewed, we specified our multivariable models using negative binomial regression. We conducted a population-averaged analysis using generalized estimating equations (GEEs) to examine longitudinally the association of vacant properties and aggravated assault, incorporating time as a fixed effect [50]. We decided upon this method because the data were a panel of subjects (i.e., block groups) for which we had repeated measures of events (i.e., assaults and vacant properties) over a five-year period. The final regression model included the aforementioned 10 independent variables and time expressed as a categorical year variable. Other model specifications were a negative binomial family structure, an unstructured correlation which imposed no preconceived notions about the correlations of the assaults within block groups over time [51], and a robust command which produced valid standard errors even if the specified correlation structure was not correct [50].

Given the skewness of the primary independent variable of vacant properties, we first categorized it according to pentile cutpoints. We examined the estimates of the coefficients by including it as a nominal variable and discovered a linear trend in the coefficients. We therefore included the categorized variable as an ordinal covariate in the final analysis. A mean ordinal variable was created which represented the mean of the ordinal vacant property variable of a block group over the five-year study period. Each block group therefore had five values of the ordinal vacant property variable for each year of the study and one value of the mean ordinal vacant property variable. The ordinal vacant property variable allowed us to measure the within block group effect of changes in vacancy, as the value of this variable could change year to year within a block group. However, the mean ordinal variable allowed between block group comparisons because it represented the average vacancy category for an individual block group over the study period, thereby removing the potential within block group changes. Both the ordinal vacant property variable and the mean ordinal variable were included in the regression model. Finally, after model specification, potential effect modifiers (i.e., schools, parks/playgrounds, houses of worship, police/fire stations, and alcohol outlets within block groups) were tested sequentially in individual models to determine their relationship to the association between vacant properties and aggravated assault.

3. Results

The study sample consisted of all 1816 block groups in Philadelphia County. The demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the block groups are depicted in Table 1. During the five-year study period, the majority of block groups in Philadelphia County had aggravated assaults and vacant properties; 89% of the block groups experienced one or more aggravated assaults, with a median of 4. Gun assaults, although lower in frequency than nongun assaults, still occurred in the majority of block groups; 64% of block groups experienced one or more gun assaults, with a median of 1. Vacant properties were also widely present; 84% of the block groups had one or more vacant properties, with a median of 6.

Examining the unadjusted relationship between vacant properties and aggravated assault revealed a significant overlap of higher aggravated assault rates in block groups with higher levels of vacant properties. Comparing the kernel density maps of vacant properties, total aggravated assaults, and gun assaults provided a spatial visualization of the distribution of vacant properties and aggravated assaults, with the darker color intensity signifying a higher density of vacant properties or assaults (Figure 1). Furthermore, there was a near linear correlation between vacant properties and aggravated assaults in unadjusted analysis ($P < 0.001$, Figure 2).
Table 1: Summary statistics and years of data pertaining to the 1816 blockgroups in Philadelphia County.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Median (IQR 25%, 75%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All assaults (2002–2006)</td>
<td>5.28 (4.97)</td>
<td>4 [2, 7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun assaults (2002–2006)</td>
<td>1.77 (2.25)</td>
<td>1 [0, 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nongun assaults (2002–2006)</td>
<td>3.51 (3.50)</td>
<td>3 [1, 5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of vacant properties (2002–2006)</td>
<td>12.53 (16.67)</td>
<td>6 [1, 18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total population (2004)</td>
<td>792.45 (507.09)</td>
<td>711.5 [455.5, 1003.5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median age (2004)</td>
<td>34.85 (8.35)</td>
<td>35 [30.6, 38.85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male : female ratio (2004)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.52)</td>
<td>0.9 [0.8, 0.9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of black residents (2004)</td>
<td>353.22 (353.42)</td>
<td>248 [55.5, 575.5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Hispanic residents (2004)</td>
<td>69.18 (136.70)</td>
<td>20 [7, 62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income (2004)</td>
<td>35297 (20046)</td>
<td>33213 [22281, 44645]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of unemployed (2004)</td>
<td>42.18 (40.65)</td>
<td>31 [13, 61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of with bachelor’s degree (2004)</td>
<td>78.88 (105.31)</td>
<td>43.84 [14.80, 100.84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of single parent households (2004)</td>
<td>90.94 (60.56)</td>
<td>83 [46, 125]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of residential properties (2004)</td>
<td>253.40 (158.70)</td>
<td>238 [143, 340]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SD: standard deviation; IQR: interquartile range.

Figure 1: Kernel density maps of vacant properties and aggravated assaults.

After adjusting for the demographic and socioeconomic covariates, vacant properties remained associated with the risk of aggravated assault (Table 2). Moreover, although many of the covariates had a statistically significant association, vacant properties had the strongest association, both in effect size and P value. There was also a dose-response relationship between vacant properties and the expected number of assaults (Figure 3). Although there was an association between vacant properties and the risk of aggravated assault between block groups over time, there
was no statistically significant association between changes in vacant properties within block groups and the risk of assault within those block groups over time. However, less than 5% of block groups actually changed from one category of vacant properties to another during the five-year period.

In tests for interactions, alcohol outlets and parks/playgrounds within block groups appeared to modify the relationship between vacant properties and aggravated assault, while schools, houses of worship, and police/fire stations did not ($P < 0.001$, Figure 4). For alcohol outlets and parks/playgrounds, the interaction effects were similar: block groups with these attributes had higher rates of aggravated assaults than block groups without these attributes, but only at lower levels of vacant properties. At higher levels of vacant properties, aggravated assaults were both higher and indistinguishable between the two groups. With a higher baseline of assaults in block groups with these attributes, the rate of increase in aggravated assault as one moved between each category of vacant properties was therefore less steep.

### 4. Discussion

In this analysis of violence in neighborhoods, we found a significant association between vacant properties and the risk of aggravated assault—and particularly gun assaults—even after controlling for important demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the neighborhoods. Vacant properties also had the strongest effect size, prevailing over almost a dozen well-known indicators of disadvantage. Furthermore, there was evidence of a dose-response relationship, in that the risk of aggravated assault in block groups with higher levels of vacant properties was greater than in block groups with lower levels of vacant properties. Finally, we noted that in block groups with parks/playgrounds or alcohol outlets there were higher adjusted rates of aggravated assault comparatively at lower levels of vacancy that was washed out in block groups with higher levels of vacancy, for which assault rates were universally high.

These data potentially identify vacant properties as a modifiable target for intervention to reduce assaults in disadvantaged neighborhoods. However, we would urge caution in interpreting the data given the need to demonstrate generalizability of the findings to other cities and regions of the USA and the limited ability from our observational design to infer causality. For example, the possibility of unmeasured confounders that could explain the association between vacant properties and aggravated assault remains plausible, particularly without within-block group changes to strengthen causal inference. However, the proportion of the model variance explained by vacant properties far outweighed the contribution of all other factors in the model, and upon more detailed analysis, our study period was not
of sufficient length to study the within-block group effect. In fact, less than 5% of block groups experienced a change in the category of vacant properties during the study period. A longer study period in which more change in the number of vacant properties within block groups may have occurred could potentially improve the likelihood of observing an association and would be an important area for future research. Aside from concerns of unobserved confounding, spillover effects of vacant properties and aggravated assault that may have occurred between block groups might also have biased our results and were unmeasured in this analysis. While spillover was certainly possible, we believe it less likely that it would have erased the strong association found between vacant properties and aggravated assault. Finally, we recognize that there is heterogeneity in the types of vacant properties which this study did not examine (e.g., sealed versus open properties, buildings versus lots/parcels of land, properties littered with trash and graffiti versus properties with clean surrounding areas, commercial building, or brownfield versus residential building). Further study can be performed to determine whether the different types of vacant properties have the same relationship to aggravated assault.

Despite these limitations, our findings add to the quality of evidence on the relationship between vacant properties and aggravated assault. Previous studies have supported the association between neighborhood physical disorder and violence [19, 20, 52–57]. Skogan found an association between disorder and crime; however, much of the analyses were correlational and cross-sectional [19]. Taylor’s work on Baltimore neighborhoods challenged that it was neighborhood disadvantage rather than an index of physical incivilities which included vacant properties that predicted later crime [21]. While his work was important because of its longitudinal design, vacant properties were not studied as an independent variable. Spelman examined vacant properties independently and found that blocks with abandoned buildings had twice the drug and property crime rates than blocks without abandoned buildings [20]. However, his design may have been prone to overmatching and was of limited generalizability since he only studied one, low-income neighborhood in Austin, TX, USA. Accordino’s work documented the problem posed by vacant and abandoned properties; however, it was a survey of local officials to the economic and social revitalization of central cities [17]. Finally, Fullilove’s ethnographic study was designed specifically to examine the social impact on residents who moved from neighborhoods that may influence the relationship between vacant properties in aggravated assault. In so doing, we found an interaction among block groups that had open spaces (parks/playgrounds) and among those with alcohol outlets. Compared to block groups without these factors, there was a greater risk of aggravated assault, but only when levels of vacancy were low. Their relationship to aggravated assault was attenuated at higher levels of vacancy.

One potential explanation for the higher rates of assaults in block groups with parks/playgrounds might be the potential for criminal or violent activity in unsupervised open space, and alcohol outlets have been studied as facilitating violent behavior [14, 48, 58]. Yet, our results would suggest that the presence of police stations alone in block groups with these attributes is unlikely to mitigate the intensity of aggravated assault in our most disadvantaged neighborhoods, without a concurrent strategy to reduce the physical disorder that may be a source for increased violence. The lack of significant findings with other neighborhood institutions (i.e., schools, houses of worship, and police/fire stations) may be that the frequency of assaults is related not only to these physical structures within the block groups but also the surveillance strategies around these particular institutions. For example, the policing strategies of the block groups were not examined in this study (e.g., street cameras, park, and walk patrol strategies). An additional limitation of these interaction findings is that time of day was not accounted for and may influence the role of these other neighborhood institutions. Further study would be warranted to understand these potential relationships.

This growing body of evidence on physical disorder in neighborhoods may justify the support of interventions to address this type of disorder, such as the abatement of vacant properties. While enhancing the cohesion among residents in neighborhoods [9] is an important effort, it is challenging, especially in areas with high levels of residential transience. Initiatives to reduce the physical disorder of neighborhoods may complement these efforts as a holistic approach to reducing violence in neighborhoods. Vacant properties are often permanent structures of the built environment that if addressed may impact the vitality of neighborhoods and populations at large.
Figure 3: Adjusted assault rates across categories of vacant properties in Philadelphia County between 2002 and 2006.

Figure 4: Influence of neighborhood institutions on the relationship between vacant properties and assaults in Philadelphia County from 2002–2006.

5. Conclusion

Several vacancy abatement strategies exist, such as demolition, restoration/rehabilitation, property stabilization (i.e., cleaning and sealing vacant properties), and neighborhood beautification (e.g., greening areas around vacant properties) [59–61]. Partnership between city agencies and community members is critical in devising a strategic plan for vacant
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